Methodology:

Keeping in view the objectives of the study, relevant data will be collected from primary and secondary sources. Field studies data collection and observations during field work will be the basis of the present analysis. The data will be processed and represented by different statistical and cartographic techniques. The questionnaire will be used for the collection of relevant data, photography will be used for highlighting the intensity of impact. The sampling methods will be adopted for the present study.

5. Tools to be used in the Collection of Data:

While planning for data collection; it is clear that data will be in different forms and for different periods. The data collection process involves two types of data theoretical and statistical. Theoretical data will be collected through reference books, research papers, Govt, publications, geographical journals, photographs, case studies. In statistical part, primary data will be collected on large scale, through questionnaire, interviews, observations, photographs and case studies are the media of primary data. A very exhaustive work will be done for the collection of data.